We present an a1gorithm--a generalization of the Needieman-Wunsch-Sellers algorithm-which finds within longer sequences all subsequences that resemble one another locally. The probability that so close a resemblance would occur by chance alone is calculated and used to classify these local homologies according to statistical significance. Repeats and inverted repeats may also be found. Results for both random and biological nucleic acid sequences are presented. Fourteen complete genomes are analyzed for dyad symmetries.
INTRODUCTION
Much as comparative studies have always been an important tool of biological analysis, so ways of comparing nucleic acid or protein sequences and characterizing their differences become increasingly useful as sequence information grows. Where the differences to be noted are limited to base (or amino acid) replacements, only straightforward string-matching operations are needed. But when the frame of the comparison may shift in mid-sequence, as when two sequences are related by deletion of bases from the one, or equivalently, insertion of bases in the other, the situation is more complicated, for the number of ways in which bases can be deleted/inserted grows factorially with the number of bases being considered. Excepting very short sequences, it is impractical to simply try them all. Further, among so many possible combinations of deletions/insertions, each resulting in a particular combination of base matches/replacements--that is to say, so many possible alignments in which the sequences can be juxtaposed--there may be no one that is obviously superior, and it is necessary to adopt a measure by which the possibilities can be ordered.
Needleman and Wunsch were interested in the simplest set of changes capable of bringing two related sequences into concordance, which might be interpreted as a shortest mutational path to derive the one from the other. They adopted a measure in which every insertion/deletion is assigned a weight, the weights added and their sura subtracted from the number of base matches between the sequences. Needleman and Wunsch then devised an elegant algorithm to find the optimal alignment, which is to say the alignment for which the number of matches as penalized by insertion/deletion gaps is maximal. It is, in essence, a construction by induction: for every (n,m) the best alignment of the first n bases from one sequence with the first m from the other is found by extending shorter alignments. When the last bases of the two sequences are reached the computation is complete.
There has been a great deal of mathematical attention to this algor-2 3 itha; ' for our purposes the significant result is that for any additive measure of sequence discrepancy it is guaranteed to yield the alignment or alignments minimizing the measure's value (there are in general many equivalent ones). If, of course, a measure of similarity rather than discrepancy A is used, the maximum rather than minimum is sought. We shall refer to the general procedure as the Needleman-Wunsch-Sellers (NWS) algorithm.
A quite different problem is that of finding related subsequences within longer sequences that on the whole show little relation. This problem includes as variants finding approximate repeats within a single sequence, and with minor modifications, approximate inverted repeats. The NWS procedure is not applicable here, for the overall best alignment of two sequences will contain a good local alignment of interest only if its flanking sequences are fortuitously less different than other juxtapositions.
To provide a search for locally good alignments, Korn, Queen, and Wegman programmed a heuristic procedure. Starting at each possible pair of basesone from one sequence and one from the other-possible extensions of the alignment are tried and the first acceptable one is adopted; its extension is then attempted, and so on until there is no acceptable further extension. "Acceptable" is defined by limits on the numbers of deletions and replacements that are to be tolerated, which depend in turn on the number of neighboring base matches. Note that in contrast to the NWS algorighm where one finds the optical alignment according to a well-defined and simple criterion, characterizing the class of alignments found by the Korn-Queen procedure is very complex. Not only are there many parameters, but each alignment is chosen according to a particular combination of the several criteria, which will often change if the order in which they are tested is changed. Indeed there seems to be no precise characterization simpler than the detailed algorithm itself.
Sellers ' has extended the NWS procedure to local alignments. Introducing a definition of local optimality of the NWS measure, analogous to local ainina of a function whose global minimum gives the original NWS alignment of the entire sequence, he has devised an algorithm to find within any pair of sequences all such "locally close" subsequences. We have Implemented Sellers' algorithm but find that in typical sequences the inventory of locally close subsequences by his definition is overly broad; most subsequence pairs representing local optima consist of alignments too poor to be of Interest. We have Introduced Into the basic algorithm a better and adjustable discriminant of the quality of alignments found.
A weight is assigned to each kind of discrepancy (deletion of 1,2,3...n bases, replacement of one or more bases, etc.) and our algorithm produces all subsequences In which the density of weighted discrepancies--more precisely, the weight of discrepancy per base match-is less than a value set as a parameter by the user. A formidable number of subsequence alignments is still produced but an additioHaVInductive" pass through'the data has-.been devised to prune and classify them according to statistical significance.
This, like the Korn-Queen algorithm, can be'used as a purjy heuristic tool-that is, for presenting subsequence alignments to be examined one by one, each for its possible specific interest. In addition, since all alignments are found that satisfy a sfiiple,' 1 precise'criterion, systematic compari- We make no entry in the path matrix if 0(1,j) = 0. Now every path will start with a base pair and end as soon as, averaged over the entire path, the number of matches per discrepancy drops below the level set by a and p. If there has been a region with a higher density of matches, toward the end It oust be balanced by a region of lower density. To isolate those regions where the density is greater than or equal that set by a and p we consider the 0-and path matrices formed when the induction is reversed in direction. Then paths run upward and leftward in the path matrix. Toward the end of the path computed in the original direction for which the density of matches is low, the oppositely directed path will start only where the density of matches reaches the level set by or and p. Thus if we lay the two path matrices over one another and construct a third consisting of only those segnents that appear in both, we have the desired result. By representing path aatrix elements by 3-bit binary numbers-one bit position for each segment possibility, set to 1 if the segment is present and 0 otherwise-the desired final path matrix becomes the boolian product (AND) of the other two. It is only the path matrix that need be stored as a full I x J matrix; a few rows of the 0-matrix suffice--the row being calculated at any point and the previous one (or in the generalization to follow, a few previous ones) on which the calculation depends. And since the product path matrix can be formed as the elements of the reverse path matrix are calculated, storage for only one matrix is required. We pack 20 elements per 60-bit word in the CDC 7600. 3, Pj = P 2 = p. = 3. This sets the concordance threshold at one mismatch or deletion per three matches and allows from one to three bases to be units of deletion.
Further generalizations have been implemented, but will not be discussed further here; 6 may be replaced by a 4 x 4 matrix that provides different weights for the various kinds of mismatches; or it may be evaluated for three bases at a time and made a function of the two codons juxtaposed. In any case a relationship between the p's and mismatch penalties should be maintained such that two adjacent deletions, one from each sequence, cannot produce a lower penalty than the mismatches that they could replace.
Any pair of subsequences whose overall degree of concordance exceeds the threshold is represented by a continuous path in the product path matrix, starting at the first pair of the concordance and ending at the last. Although these are, at best, merely candidates for homology in the biologically rigorous sense, we follow current usage and sometimes call them locally homologous subsequences, or more often, locally close alignments.
The path representing a particular local homology may be multiply connected, corresponding to alternative alignments of the two subsequences with equal measures of similarity. Or the path may contain branches that either converge or diverge as we proceed in a given direction; these correspond respectively to alternative subsequence beginnings and endings. The final stage of the calculation locates and classifies all of these local horologies. This too Is done by induction. As it proceeds each path 1s pruned of Its branches and Multiple connections to retain only that alignment of greatest statistical significance. We will cone back to pruning and classification after the next section on statistical considerations.
The two sequences being compared need not be different. To locate internal repeats a sequence is compared to itself with the Matrix diagonal excluded and only tht half-Matrix below the diagonal being considered. Without changing the prograa, inverted repeats are found by inverting and coMplenenting one copy of the sequence.
LOCALLY CLOSE ALIGNMENTS DUE TO CHANCE ALONE
Consider two unrelated sequences. Considering the freedou that deletions confer to juxtapose just those bases that happen to natch, we can expect to find with soae frequency subsequences that meet whatever threshold we set for local concordance, the higher the threshold the lower the frequency. When the threshold is set at one mismatch or deletion per three matches and random sequences are generated by choosing bases Independently with equal probabilities we find that on the average, every 1000 x 1000 base comparison contains a local alignment with 20 or more base matches and 10 with 10 or more base matches. Clearly, in considering locally good alignments from biological sequences we need a reliable measure of the liklihood that any particular one arose by chance alone.
To construct such a measure we shall characterize a local alignment by four numbers: m, the number of base matches; r, the number of mismatches; g^, the number.of bases deleted from one sequence; and g., the number deleted from the other. Then when the alignment is arranged so that gaps are placed opposite bases deleted from either sequence (see the legend of Fig. 1 We shall make use of the simple form Eq. (3) for G in pruning the path matrix but it includes permutations that place a gap on one sequence adjacent to a gap on the other, as in AC TA A GTA . In the NWS procedure we take care to adopt penalty weights for mismatch and deletion so that such alignments do not occur. Instead of two gaps in the example above G would be mismatched opposite C. Imposing this restriction, the combinatorial factor G is recalculated as:
Here the first binomial coefficient is a factor for permutations of the matches and mismatches among each other. For arrangements of gaps we consider each possible grouping of the g, and g. deleted bases into k, and k^ groups on the respective sequences. The last two binomial coefficients inside the summation represent the numbers of ways of doing this. Now the restriction is that each of the k, groups of bases deleted from sequence 1 must appear between bases that are either matched or mismatched to bases on sequence 2. There are m+r-1 such sites, and for each such arrangement there are m+r-l-k, sites on the other sequence for the k-groups. (When the first two factors inside the summation are multiplied, the result is symmetric in subscripts 1 and 2.) Finally, the possible choices for k, and k~ are limited by the total number of sites available: kj+k-^ m+r-1. If g-i+g? £ m+r-1 which is almost always the case in these calculations, one of the summations can be performed analytically by using the identity 1s examined to see if it represents the start, extension, or  end of a path. At a start the matrices M, R, G,, G 2> P, I Q , and J Q are Initialized; at an extension the values are computed by Induction from the values at the point (i,j) from which the path is being extended; at an end, if the alignment exceeds a threshold of significance set by the user, its beginning and ending bases, the number of matches m, and the value of P(m,r,g 1> g 2 ) for 1t are entered Into a table for later processing. At this point P is calculated from the full expression Eq. (8). Where paths join, the branch with the minimum value of P is taken; if two or more should have equal values, that with the largest value of ra is taken; if the choice is still unresolved an arbitrary choice is made in the order of preference: match, mismatch, deletion from sequence 1, deletion from sequence 2. To facilitate reconstruction of the alignment, any branch not taken is removed from the path matrix. At the end of the process there is only one beginning of each path, though it may have several ends; by reconstructing the alignment in the opposite direction--rightward and downward-all ambiguity is avoided.
As in the primary algorithm only a few rows of the D-matrix need be stored, each row being discarded after the last reference to it, so here only two rows of the seven matrices used need be stored-the row being calculated at any point in the calculation and the row previously calculated.
As noted earlier the NWS induction on the additive measure Eq. (3) can be shown to yield optimal alignments according to that measure. However, this final stage of the algorithm consists in induction on P, a much more complicated measure. Nervertheless in extensive computational experiments we have not, with our standard set of weights, found a branched path for which the induction on P fails to yield the alignment of smallest P. These experiments at the same time confirm the adequacy of Eq. (4) as 'surrogate for Eq. (8) in the induction. Using Eq. (4) in an analysis that we will not present here, we find that while there is indeed a class of branched paths for which the induction on P fails, but for sufficiently stringent selection as fixed by the weights in Eq. (3) the NWS stage of the calculation does not populate this class. Thus the combined calculation yields the most statistically significant alignment of every pair of subsequences whose degree of homology exceeds the threshold set in Eq. (3) .
The resultof the induction on P is a table of significant alignments. for the a and p subunits, respectively, of the chicken brain tubulin .
In both there are a number of exceedingly significant local homologies which determine the level of the plateau at the left (in the first sequence they represent J-peptide coding segments and flanks). The remainder of the curves differ little from those for random sequences, which suggests that regions flanking the highly significant homologies are quite unrelated. Inverted repeats are also potentially interesting sites in nucleic acid sequences. We have analyzed the statistics of dyad symmetries, which we define as inverted repeats with no or few intervening bases, in the sequences of 14 complete genomes as compared with random sequences. The complete sequences are: bacteriophages *xl74 (5386 bases), 12 G4 (5577 bases), 13 24 and yeast plasmid (6318 bases).
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By applying the homology search method to the cosapletnentary strands all approximate Inverted repeated regions separated by any number of bases can be found. However, we have chosen only those alignments which 1n themselves contain an axis of dyad symmetry. The probability formulae of Eqs. (5)-(8) must be modified in three respects. First, the probability of a base match in the two strands is: p = 2(p A p T + P G P C ), which is also the probability of a base-pair in the foldback structure of one strand. Second, taking m and r as the numbers of basepairs and raispairs 1n a foldback structure, the number of ways of arranging base-pairs and mispairs 1s ("^ ) because the center of the dyad may be a raispair. Third, an additional factor of two is required representing the presence or absence of an unpaired base at the dyad center.
The observed alignments with the calculated probabilities between 10 and 10 ' , 10 and 10 , etc. are counted, the counts normalized by the sequence length, and plotted in Fig. 6 . The weights used in these calculations were: or = 2, N g = 1, and 0 = 3. The dotted line represents a random sequence of 10,000 bases with equal compositions of A, C, G, and T. As before the overall slope of this curve is not unity. The statistical fluctuation of the normalized frequency of observed alignments in random sequences may be 1/2 estimated as n /N where n is the observed frequency and N is the sequence length. This assumes that occurrence of a dyad symmetry in random sequences is a poissonian event, which has been confirmed by counting the variation of the number of exact dyad symmetry alignments with no mismatches or deletions for 200 random sequences of 5000 bases.
As can be seen in F1g. 6 most natural sequences do not appear to exhibit a higher than chance number of dyad symmetries. However, several sequences contain significant dyad symmetries. Dyads whose expected frequency (length x calculated probability) is less than 10" 4 are found in SV40(5230-5256), pBR322(3048-3082), and yeast plasmid (720-756 and 3897-3933). On the other hand, relatively long dyad symmetries around the origin of replication in phages fd and M13 are not unexpected for a sequence of similar length. RNA phage MS2 exhibits a significantly higher frequency distribution of dyad symmetries, and the frequency distribution for cauliflower mosaic virus may also be statistically significant. It is interesting to note that dyad symmetry regions are often overlapped; the same region contains multiple axes of symmetry. In MS2 102 dyad symmetries were found with the probability less than 10 , and only 45 of then were not overlapped. In the following paper we shall examine the statistics of hairpin structures considering the free ener- 
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